
Workshop Floor Epoxy
The floor is the foundation of any workshop. Since a workshop
is a place where activities get done, the floor has to be
mechanically and chemically strong with epoxy. Whether it’s
multiple manufacturing plants or a single workshop, the floor
takes a beating almost every day.

Workshop Floor Epoxy Gallery
Check out these photos from our completed projects.

Epoxy Flooring Brisbane understands that all floors have to
support  weight,  heavy  traffic,  and  dangerous  spills  from
vehicles.

One way to achieve this by coating your warehouse with an
epoxy  floor.  Epoxy  Flooring  Brisbane  promotes  a  safer,
cleaner, and slip-resistant floor.

We ensure that the floor appears bright and shiner that can
enhance  employee  motivation  improving  production.  Epoxy
Flooring Brisbane also uses the best brands in the market
which makes spills more visible making work easier for the
cleaners to clean.

Types of Warehouse Floors and Which
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is Best

There are many types of flooring options available however it
has been seen that many times incorrect flooring options leads
to disaster. The best flooring type that suits a workshop is:

Epoxy Flooring – Smart and easy option1.
Epoxy  flooring  is  seen  to  be  smart  and  practical
flooring option for a warehouse. It lasts long, is tough
and handles are type of floor traffic. Epoxy can be
applied on concrete floors or any type of floors for
that matter increasing its performance and lasts long.
With many different colours, texture and glow in dark
option, epoxy has become the best possible solution for
any  type  of  floors.  With  its  easy  to  clean
characterises, Epoxy floors are slip resistant and cost
effective.

Polished Concrete Floor2.
Another good option.

Rubber tile floor3.
Easy to install option.

Vinyl Floor4.
Low traffic floor options

Stone Floor5.
Expansive option

Other Workshop requirements
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Line  Marking  –
https://epoxybrisbane.com.au/line-marking
/

Line Marking is a must option for any workshops as it conveys
messages to users to minimise confusion and frustration for
users. In this case, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane, the leading line
marking  appliers  in  Brisbane,  and  we  are  known  for  our
professional service.

Since the workshop must be safe for its users and employees,
line marking needs to be durable and has to be anti-slip and
anti-skid.

Choosing the right product for line marking is necessary as it
should be clear and visible. Epoxy Flooring Brisbane uses
municipal grade line marking paint and we don’t compromise on
quality.
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Importance of Workshop Epoxy Floor
Coating

Requires no major maintenance
Creates shiny seamless and glossy floors
Easily withstands heavy traffic
Easy to install
Easy to clean
Long lasting

Enhances  safety,  fire  resistant  and  has  anti  slip
surface
can be created into different designs and patterns
Environmentally friendly
Can be applied over existing floors
Little or no maintenance

So, if you ever wished for a floor with a metallic shine,
safe, and feels great, Epoxy Flooring Brisbane will make your
wish come true. Our policy is that we do not compromise on
safety and quality making sure our clients are happy at the
end of the day. To top it all, epoxy flooring also has a lot
of benefits.

Workshop Epoxy Floor Coating

Epoxy application seems easy however it requires a lot of
technical knowledge to produce the right type of floor.
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Application system:

Firstly, the area is cleaned so that it is free from dust,
grease, and other chemicals. If old epoxy is present, then it
is grinded off. Secondly, epoxy is then applied based on the
client’s requirement and the floor is ready in the next 24
hours for light traffic.

Pricing

Epoxy  Flooring  Brisbane  provides  free  quotes  to  all  its
clients and has no hidden fees. Our policy is no project is a
small project and works around the clock to meet the client’s
needs.

Requirements

There are a few requirements needed before a project approval
to proceed. We prefer the project area cleared and cleaned
free from debris. In addition, cars and traffic removed to
ease work. In addition, our staff works around the clock for
project completion. Thus, making the garage available for our
clients at the earliest.



Warranty

Firstly,  we  give  a  one-year  workmanship  warranty  against
peeling  and  delamination.  Secondly,  the  warranty  does  not
cover moisture-related and negligent issues. A manufacturer
certificate, on the other hand, could be offered if it has
been  mentioned  prior  to  the  start.  As  the  manufacturing
representative has to assess the project to be able to issue
the necessary certification. We do not offer a warranty for
substrate failure such as cracking od floors, shifting, or
crumbling of the concrete.

Occupational health and safety

As  part  of  our  commitment  to  achieving  the  principles  of
health  and  safety  in  the  workplace.  The  company,  Epoxy
Flooring  Brisbane,  recognizes  its  moral  and  legal
responsibility to provide a safe and healthy work environment
for its employees, contractors, customers, and visitors.

This commitment also extends to ensuring that our operations
do not place the local community or environment at risk of
injury, illness, or damage. Furthermore, we also declare a no-
smoking zone due to the material used. 

So if your garage floor needs a new look of an epoxy coating.
Or if you have a flooring project that requires attention on
your commercial or industrial space.

Contact Epoxy Flooring Brisbane, the country’s leading resin
flooring experts. And surely, our hard-working team can help
you get an amazing result.
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We will ensure that your project is completed on time and will
be of the highest standard. Enquire now with Darius Soltani.

So do want to stand on the best floor and know what you want.
Call us on 1300 321433 or +61 424436640.

Email us on info@epoxybrisbane.com.au or go to our contact us
page.

Epoxy  Flooring  Brisbane:  Providing  the
highest quality epoxy work and the most
professional services.
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